Abstract: The system identifies a duplicate record from the database using the machine learning method. We must pass unstructured data. Data are prepared using any natural language processing technique such as text similarity. This prepared data is then fed into the latest machine learning method called Random Forest. After this data collection, using these files, the target file is compared to the source file. We make input and output files. This is carried out until accurate efficiency is generated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Record linkage is the recognition method when two documents of the database refer to the same entity. Record connection is a basic issue when various sources of data are integrated. For instance, one data source may refer to "International Animal Productions" with headquarters in "Los Angeles, CA," and another may refer to "Intel" as the same business. The "Hollywood" animal. The general issue of two references to the same entity are commonly recognized and versions of the issue include 'deduplication', 'object identification' and 'co-reference resolution'.

Figure 1. Matching Records in Two Tables

A critical aspect of matching two documents is assessing how well each field matches (i.e. characteristics). Record connection schemes usually use similarity metrics comparing pairs of field values, such as two addresses, and returning a measure of their resemblance. In view of similarity assessments at the field level, an general judgement at the record level is produced.

Researchers in machine learning have taken a distinct approach to recording the connection. They have created systems using advanced record-level decision-making techniques such as decision trees, supporting vector machines, and unsupervised statistical methods.
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However, they depended mainly on easy generic techniques, such as TF-IDF and other string-similarity metrics, for field-level similarity assessments. These tend to be generic and homogeneous for each sector as opposed to expert systems.

Overview Of Our Approach

The record linkage strategy outlined here assumes that in two database tables, A and B, we are linking data so that in each table there are associated characteristics, each table includes components of the same sort. There are extra complexities in many apps; for example, one table may have two characteristics, such as "first name" and "last name," and the other table may have "complete name" characteristics. In general, these complexities can be addressed in a pre-processing stage (e.g., concatenating "first name" and "last name"), which is why our strategy is relevant in a broad variety of environments.

Our method of connecting records has several stages. First, in each record, we parse each cell into a collection of tokens, where each token is a single word, number, or symbol. We also optionally label the tokens with a semantic category (e.g., parsing a full name in the first name, optional middle initial, and last name) and optionally apply a set of standardization operators to standardize the tokens.

Second, to recognize pairs of documents that have the ability to match, we use a blocking algorithm. This eliminates the need for a complete cross-product evaluation. We use a reverse index in our application to define possibly matching pairs, comparable to the methodology outlined in [11] that takes many of the transformations into consideration.

Next, each pair of candidate documents (Aj, Bk) are taken and compared field by field. I.e., we assess each pair of values (Aj, Bk) using an acquired Fi metric distance.

We current Dedoop (Hadoop duplication), an MapReduce (MR)-based ER framework. The MR programming model is well suited for ER as it is possible to execute parallel pairwise similarity computation. Using a cloud infrastructure considerably speeds up ER programs and therefore has several benefits. First, ER parameter manual tuning is facilitated as ER outcomes can be produced and assessed rapidly. Second, the decreased execution times for big data sets accelerate popular data management procedures, e.g., data warehouse ETL programs.

The highlights of Dedoop are as follows:

- In a web browser, Dedoop allows users to readily specify sophisticated ER workflows. This allows users to choose from a wealthy set of popular ER parts (e.g. blocking methods, similarity features, etc.) including machine learning to build match classifiers automatically.
- Dedoop automatically transforms the definition of the workflow into an executable workflow for MapReduce. It is possible to visualize the ER outcomes and the workload of all cluster nodes afterwards.
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Second, to recognize pairs of documents that have the ability to match, we use a blocking algorithm. This eliminates the need for a complete cross-product evaluation. We use a reverse index in our application to define possibly matching pairs, comparable to the methodology outlined in [11] that takes many of the transformations into consideration.

Next, each pair of candidate documents (Aj, Bk) are taken and compared field by field. I.e., we assess each pair of values (Aj, Bk) using an acquired Fi metric distance.

We current Dedoop (Hadoop duplication), an MapReduce (MR)-based ER framework. The MR programming model is well suited for ER as it is possible to execute parallel pairwise similarity computation. Using a cloud infrastructure considerably speeds up ER programs and therefore has several benefits. First, ER parameter manual tuning is facilitated as ER outcomes can be produced and assessed rapidly. Second, the decreased execution times for big data sets accelerate popular data management procedures, e.g., data warehouse ETL programs.

The highlights of Dedoop are as follows:

- In a web browser, Dedoop allows users to readily specify sophisticated ER workflows. This allows users to choose from a wealthy set of popular ER parts (e.g. blocking methods, similarity features, etc.) including machine learning to build match classifiers automatically.
- Dedoop automatically transforms the definition of the workflow into an executable workflow for MapReduce. It is possible to visualize the ER outcomes and the workload of all cluster nodes afterwards.
In conjunction with its blocking techniques, Dedoop offers several load balancing strategies to obtain balanced workloads across all cluster nodes employed. It can also prevent unnecessary entity pair comparisons resulting from various blocking keys being used.

II. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The proposed Method can be put into the following modules
- Corpus Creation
- Pre-Processing
- UPC Exact Match
- Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part No. and Brand Name Exact Match
- Synonym Handler
- Feature Selection
- Random Forest

Corpus Creation
The system primarily acquires Source Data from the File given by the User and uploads Target Data from Database. This Data will contain information about individual entities. Each Entity will have set of attributes such as Item ID, Product Name, UPC, Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part No, Brand Name, Product Description and Taxonomy. Classification. Based on these attributes the system identifies whether two records are identical or not. This is achieved by going through a series of steps including Machine Learning and Natural Language Processing Techniques.

Pre-Processing
This stage is the essential phase of the system. Only after this stage the further process can be completed. We need to prepare the data, before the records can be used for the process of identifying identical records by using the Machine Learning Concept. In this stage there are several processes taking place. They are Abbreviation and Synonym Handler, Tokenize Handler, StopWords Handler and Cross Join. In Abbreviation and Synonym Handler system considers Brand Name and Product Description attribute of an entity. Product Description attributes is a sentence describing the entity. But since the Source Data is acquired from the User the Product Description will contain few Abbreviated words which needs to be handled so that it is easy to find the identical records. System replaces every Abbreviated words in the Product Description with their expansions.
StopWords are words that are automatically omitted from a computer-generated concordance or index. Computing on these StopWords are waste of resource so to reduce the computation we remove these StopWords from the Product Description. To remove these StopWords we need to break the sentences into collection of words. To achieve that Tokenize Handler is used. Tokenize Handler breaks the sentences into collection of Words. We are using Regex Tokenizer so along with breaking the sentences into words it will remove unwanted special characters. After the sentence is split into words we intend the system to find the StopWords in that collection of Words and remove those words which are not required for Computation. This is done by StopWords Handler.

After the Stop Words are removed Cross Join the Source Data and the Target Data. Since the further process of the system is complex Cross Join is done. Cross Join joins each record from Source Data with Every record on the Target Data and stores it into a new Dataset. This new Dataset contains both the records from Source as well as Target therefore whatever the data is required system doesn’t need to create instances for both Source and Target Data. The Data is now prepared and now the system proceeds with further process.

UPC Exact Match
First step in the process of identifying the identical records is UPC Exact Match. UPC attribute of an entity is a combination of 12, 13 or 16 digit numbers. The system considers UPC attribute of an entity from Source Data and finds the exact same UPC value which matches the UPC of an entity from the Target Data. After finding the matched UPC records it will be displayed as the output of UPC Exact Match module.

Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part No and Brand Name Exact Match
Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part Number and Brand Name attributes of an entity are in the form of string. The system considers Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part Number and Brand Name from the Source Data and finds the exact same Manufacturer Name, Manufacturer Part no. and Brand Name values of an entity from Target Data. After finding the matched records it will be displayed as the output of this module.

Synonym Handler
In this step, the Synonym (alternative word) is handled by replacing the words from the source data with its equivalent data which is given in a list of synonyms.

Feature Selection
In this stage, the System there are processes that are done to identify identical records. They are Feature Selection, String Similarity Calculation, Vector Representation and Random Forest. System uses the Pre-Processed Data from the previous module. Random Forest is a Machine Learning Technique which finds identical records based on the features that is selected. Features are nothing but attributes of an entity. In this stage we intend the system to select which features to choose for identifying identical records. Therefore, we intend system to select attributes such as Product Description, Manufacturer Name and Manufacturer Part Number from the processed data.
Since Random Forest cannot predict the identical records which are in String Format so features that has been selected should be represented as scores. To achieve that String Similarity Calculation is done. String Similarity Calculation can be achieved by using String Similarity Metrics from the Natural Language Process Techniques. String Similarity Metrics like Cosine Similarity, Jaccard Similarity and Sorensen-Dice Similarity are used to calculate the Similarity.
Random Forest accepts the data as input in a specific format. That format is called libsvm (Library for Support Vector Machines). System represents the scores got from the String Similarity Metrics into Vectors. This is done by the Vector Representation process. After this process Sorted Neighborhood method is implemented because after Cross Join the amount of records will be very large in number. To reduce the number of computation cycle we use the Sorted Neighborhood Method. In this Method, every set of records are sorted in descending order based on the String Similarity Scores and top 4 records are selected. These top 4 records are then supplied as input to the Random Forest. Using the same procedure Random Forest creates decision trees using the records given as the input and based on the votes of the decision tree records that are identical are predicted. The predicted records are then displayed as the output of this module.

III. EXPECTED RESULTS

- This research will assist manage big volumes of information and use the Apache Spark framework to effectively manage big volumes of information. The ability to generate a deduplicated information set based on matching outcome, approaches to string resemblance and method of machine learning. The enrichment of product information provides clients and vendors satisfaction.
- By Applying above method we found the Accuracy for the First Time 35% for the total Prediction of 59 off 100 but the correct predictions are 35.
- After applying normalization methods we found the Accuracy by 53% for total Prediction of 71 off 100 but the correct predictions are 53. Total Train Set: 3902 Test Set: 400.
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